MOUNTAINEERING KIT
Clothing and Hardwear
#ADVENTUREBASE
Kit List

Introduction

'There's no such thing as bad weather, only unsuitable clothing.'

Alfred Wainwright

Everyone has their preferences and ideas when it comes to kit, but based on our extensive experience and using our guides' knowledge we've compiled the following kit list for general mountaineering in the Alps and beyond. This list is applicable for most of our climbing courses including Mont Blanc, Matterhorn, Eiger, Alpine Skills, Ice Climbing and more.

Our aim for this list is to provide you with ideas and information to make sure you are well prepared to battle the harsh elements that can be experienced in the alpine environments we run our trips in.

Please note these are only suggestions but our recommendations are based on guides' knowledge, testing and years of experience in the mountains.
Outerwear Suggestions

Hardshell Jackets

Lightweight shell jacket MENS
Jöttnar Bergelmir Jacket

The Bergelmir is Jöttnar’s flagship technical mountain shell, built for total protection and uncompromised performance. Constructed from Polartec® NeoShell®, the Bergelmir jacket combines softshell-like breathability and stretch with hardshell robustness. In a burly 80 denier grade, it delivers long-term durability in a lightweight, streamlined and fully waterproof package.
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Hardshell Jackets

Lightweight shell jacket MENS
Hymir Jacket

Evolved for 2017, the Hymir delivers focused, streamlined, stripped down lightweight performance. Truly breathable, truly light, truly packable and fully waterproof with NeoShell® fabric, Hymir is an indispensable tool for all things fast and light.
Outerwear Suggestions

Hardshell Jackets

Lightweight shell jacket MENS and WOMENS
Asmund Jacket

Using the world’s lightest grade of micro rip-stop Polartec® NeoShell® and featuring a full-length zip and large twin chest pockets, the Asmund is a highly versatile, lightweight and packable mountaineering shell. With a suite of technical features and making full use of NeoShell®’s ultra-breathable and waterproof membrane, it combines lightweight packability with superb harsh weather performance.
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Hardshell Pants

Hardshell Pants MENS and WOMENS
Vanir LT Pant

Constructed from Polartec® NeoShell®, and with articulated and reinforced knees, two sets of swappable zip-out gaiters sized for ski and climbing boots, harness-friendly ¾ length water repellent side zips, fully detachable braces and full-sized Kevlar™ instep protectors, the Vanir LT has widely become the pant of choice for mountain rescue teams, mountain guides and ski mountaineers. It delivers true breathability, stretch and robustness in a lightweight, versatile and fully waterproof package.
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Down Jackets

Down Jackets MENS and WOMENS
Fjorm Hydrophobic Power Down Jacket

Stuffed with 850 Fill Power hydrophobic goose down, in a premium 93/7 down/feather ratio, the Fjörm is one of the warmest down jackets on the market. Water-repellent down from DownTek™ stays dry 10x longer than untreated down.

Box wall body construction, fleece cuff liners and oversized zip baffling maximise warmth. A Durable Water Repellent rip-stop face fabric resists the wet, and potential moisture zones at the cuffs, hem and collar contain synthetic insulation. A belay-friendly two-way zip and helmet compatible hood with moldable peak add to the Fjörm’s benchmark credentials.
Outerwear Suggestions

Mid-Layer/Fleece

Mid-layer/Fleece MENS and WOMENS
Alfa Mid & Outer Layer Mountain Jacket

Worn either as an outer or mid-layer, the Alfar is aimed at fast-paced aerobic activity in cold climates where freedom of movement is crucial. Your core is insulated with a breathable 120g/m² synthetic fill wrapped in a windproof, Durable Water Repellent (DWR) treated, micro rip-stop nylon. Polartec® Powerstretch Pro® sleeves and side panels optimise stretch and breathability. Thumb loops, harness compatible pockets and a close-fitting insulated under-helmet hood make the Alfar a multi-functional, technical mountain essential.
Rent These
**Hardwear Essentials**

- Black Diamond Saber-tooth crampon
- Black Diamond Raven Ice Axe
- Black Diamond Momentum climbing harness
- Black Diamond Half Dome helmet
BOOK NOW!

http://adventurebase.com/climb/